CRISES  OF   THE   SIXTEENTH  CENTURY
expensive, whereas wages remained almost stable. The attempts
of the journeyman to obtain a rise in wages were always put down
by the authorities; the great strikes of printers at Lyons and Paris
were treated as seditious.
In the country districts the bourgeois, who were buying more
and more of the gentlemen's lands, had them cultivated by farmers
and mttayers, whose right of possession remained precarious, and
these in turn employed day-labourers, whose wages had sunk to
a very low level. Hereditary tenants profited by the rise in the
price of commodities. But all peasants suffered from taxation,
which had become increasingly heavy, and from the civil wars
which had ravaged the country-side. The great insurrection of
the 'Croquants* in the south-west was the work of ruined and
exasperated peasants.
jthe nobility of the sword and of the
robe
The upper classes of society, which had taken shape during the
Middle Ages, still existed in theory, but were becoming subdivided.
The gentlemen, who were warriors and landowners, still formed
a privileged class, the only one which was admitted to court;
but the very foundations of its existence were being sapped. In
the days when land had been the only source of wealth, the nobility
had been the wealthy class, but it had no share in the new form
of wealth created by trade. Save in rare and exceptional instances,
it was forbidden to engage in any gainful work. The nobleman
had to 'live nobly*, which meant without working; to earn money
was considered a 'derogation9 from his nobility. The noble who
'derogated9 (dtroger) or lowered the dignity of his social position
lost his rank, and might become subject to the faille, like a peasant;
this actually happened to a Norman nobleman who had fattened
some oxen for sale. A noble family had scarcely anything to live
upon but the income produced by its lands; a nobleman had
hardly any means of subsistence but service in the king's army
or in the household of some great lord.
Differences of rank now sprang up among the nobles and were
marked by tides. The princely families bearing the ancient titles
attaching to certain functions in the ninth century, such as those
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